
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size: Medium Material

11326 30.5 x 12.5 cm 162g Adult For Dogs 15-35 lbs Flannelette fabric
HEAO factory is a key player in the dog toy market, offering tailor-made tough tug of war rope toys that can be 
customized according to specific requirements and preferences.This unique toy boasts a distinctive shape, resembling 
the number 8, and offers multiple engaging features for both you and your dogs.
 
Shape: 
The tug of war rope toy showcases a clever design with 
two interconnected rings, forming the shape of the 
number 8. This ingenious design allows for easy gripping 
at both ends, enabling you and your pet to indulge in 
exciting dragging games or engaging tug-of-war sessions.
 
Material: 
Crafted from premium-quality, pet-safe materials, the 
knotted toy is soft and gentle on your dog's teeth and 
gums while remaining durable to withstand extended 
play sessions. Its plush texture makes it a delight for your 
pets to chew and interact with.
 
Interactive Fun: 
With two rings forming the "8" shape, this tug of war toy 
offers opportunities for interactive play between you and 
your dog. Grab one ring while your furry friend takes 
hold of the other, and enjoy the endless fun of tug-of-war 
together. Additionally, this unique design allows two 
puppies to play simultaneously, promoting social 
interaction and fun bonding experiences.Shareable Joy: 
The "8" shape of the toy also allows two dogs to play 
together, promoting companionship and ensuring they 
share joyful moments while interacting with the toy.
 
 Dental Benefits: 
As your dog chews and tugs on the Double Ring Knotted 
Toy, the textured surface works wonders on their oral 
health. The gentle friction helps massage their gums and 
removes plaque and tartar buildup, contributing to better 
dental hygiene and fresher breath.

More style is coming soon...

Dental and Field Rope and Tug Dog Toy

Safety: 
Your pets' safety is of utmost importance, and this toy is 
carefully crafted with non-toxic materials, ensuring 
worry-free play for your beloved companions. The 
sturdy construction ensures the toy can withstand rough 
play without any risk of harm.
 
Versatility: 
The rope toy is a versatile choice, perfect for indoor and 
outdoor playtime. Its engaging design and interactive 
nature make it suitable for dogs of all sizes and breeds, 
promoting physical activity and mental stimulation.
 
The tug of war rope toy is the perfect addition to your 
pet's toy collection. With its unique shape, dental-
cleaning benefits, and focus on safety and versatility, 
this toy will quickly become a favorite among your 
canine companions. 
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